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In response to the demand for advanced mobile phone functions, we expanded the functions of a single-chip LSI that
integrates the baseband processor and the application
processor, developed common software, and adapted the system to the global environment. Using the mobile terminal
common platform that we have developed reduces the burden
of FOMA terminal development and allows efficient development of globally capable terminals with advanced functions.
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*1 Integrated single-chip LSI (SH-Mobile
G2): A product of Renesas Technology Corp.
that succeeds the SH-Mobile G1 used by terminal manufacturers. The SH-Mobile G2 shipped
as a sample in September 2006 and mass production began in the third quarter of 2007.

*2 HSDPA: A high speed downlink packet transmission technology based on W-CDMA and
standardized by 3GPP. It optimizes the modulation method and coding rate according to
reception conditions at the mobile terminal.
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Figure 1 Scope of terminal platform development
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and device drivers, but the terminal

*3 EDGE: A packet communication standard that
extends the Second-Generation (2G) GPRS
and is one of the IMT-2000 international standard. GSM is a 2G worldwide mobile communication system that is widely used in Europe
and Asia.
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2.2 Coping with Globalization
With international development in

Furthermore, an InterOperability
Test (IOT) with multiple network ven-

*4 GPRS: A packet switching service available
on GSM network.
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Figure 2 Mobile terminal platform

Table 1 Comparison of hardware functions

dors is also implemented for the 2G/3G

SH-Mobile G1

SH-Mobile G2

C-CPU

ARM926 (104 MHz)

ARM926 (130 MHz)

dual-mode function to check interoperability with the many network devices
provided by operators in Asia, Europe
and other countries.
Adopting this terminal platform
reduces the verification work related to
terminal interoperability and facilitates

ARM926 (208 MHz)

ARM1136 (390 MHz)

SH4AL (312 MHz)

SH4AL (390 MHz)

3D graphics accelerator

MBX-L (78 MHz)

MBX-L (130 MHz)

ARM: A 32-bit RISC CPU architecture being developed by the ARM Corporation of the U.K. and widely used for
embedded devices and low power applications.
MBX-L: Graphics accelerator supplied by Imagination Technologies of the U.K.
SH4AL: CPU supplied by Renesas Technology Corp.
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CPU is improved to enable high-speed

function.

ter describes the functions and features
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Features
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the micro Industrial The Real-time

Our terminal platform extends the

As previously, the main hardware

functions of the baseband processor and
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tral Processing Unit (C-CPU) , a W-

(RTOS) . The scope of the current

their speed (Table 1). The circuit scale
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development extends from device dri-
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tional LSI, but the chip is implemented
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A-CPU
Multimedia CPU

*7

forms to HSDPA Category 6 (trans3.2 Application Processor

with the same die size as the conven-

mission speed of 3.6 Mbit/s), the

tional LSI (Figure 3). The scope of

GSM/GPRS circuit conforms to EDGE,

The application processor is config-

common development is also expanded

and the processing capability of the C-

ured conventionally, with mainly an

*5 Die: The integrated circuit part of a semiconductor chip.

*6 C-CPU: Generic name for the CPU in charge
of communications and call control processing
in a mobile terminal.
*7 HSDPA Category 6: HSDPA categorizes
terminals according to receiving capability,
with Category 6 indicating a maximum data

communication rate of 3.6 Mbit/s.
*8 µITRON: An RTOS (see *9) provided by the
TRON Association and used widely such as in
mobile terminals. Its compact configuration
makes for easy loading onto various types of
processors.
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Figure 3 LSI die
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Application CPU (A-CPU) , a multimedia

CPU,
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Table 2 905i functions and relation to the terminal platform
Main functions of 905i

Terminal platform function

Global mobile phone

W-CDMA/GSM/GPRS/EDGE

minal platform, we decided on func-

High-speed i-mode

HSDPA Category 6 (3.6 Mbit/s)

tions and performance and developed

High quality wide VGA LCD

VGA or better

*11

accelerator , but in developing our ter-

hardware and software based on various multimedia services assumed to be
in demand for FOMA terminals. As

High quality camera

8 megapixel, image stabilization

Music & Video Channel

H.264, MPEG-4, WMV VGA 30 fps (frame per second)

Music player

Approx. 20 H (WMA)

3D graphics games

OpenGL ES1.1 (2.3 Mpoly/s)

shown in Table 2, FOMA 905i series

PC connection

USB2.0 High speed

is equipped with many new functions

“One Seg” compatible

Software for “One Seg”

such as the Wide-Video Graphics Array

GPS compatible (Keitai-Osagashi Service,
emergency location notification function)

Built-in high-sensitivity GPS baseband

(WVGA)

*12

display, 3D graphics

games, Music and Video Channels, the
multimedia processing functions need-

WMA : Windows Media® Audio
WMV : Windows Media® Video
Windows Media® is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries.
OpenGL ES1.1 (Open Graphics Library Embedded Subset 1.1) : 3D drawing API for embedded devices.

ed to implement the “One Seg” service,
Keitai-Osagashi Service, emergency

sensitive Global Positioning System

motivated the development of more

location notification function, and any

(GPS). Those functions take advantage

attractive products.

other location service using a highly-

of this terminal platform, which has

*9 RTOS: An OS equipped with functions for
performing real-time processing. It is used in
embedded equipment such as Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA) and home appliances that
incorporate a CPU and software for specific
applications.

*10 A-CPU: Generic name for the CPU in charge
of application processing in a mobile terminal.
*11 Multimedia accelerator: High-speed processing engine for video, still images and
audio.
*12 WVGA: A display mode indicating an image
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resolution with a pixel of 800 by 480.
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4. Conclusion

the cost of FOMA terminals will con-
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